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un modelo para analizar una obra escultórica, pictórica y arquitectónica, que
aplicarán al estudio de estas tres obras. A continuación, la clase se repartirá en
grupos para analizar otra serie de obras representativas del Renacimiento, que
luego expondrás a sus compañeros. Con todo el trabajo realizado, se sacarán
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TEMPORALIZACIÓN
APROXIMADA

Sesión 1: Actividad inicial de motivación y What was the Renaissance?
Sesión 2: Biography of Michelangelo.
Sesión 3: How to analyse a sculpture? David.
Sesión 4: How to analyse a Painting? Sistine Chapel ceiling.
Sesión 5:How to analyse a building? St. Peter’s Basilica’s dome
Sesión 6: Analysing others Works of art
Sesión 7 y 8: Exposiciones orales.
Sesión 9: What I have learned.

COMPETENCIAS
BÁSICAS

Sobre todo se trabajará la competencia cultural y artística (a través del análisis
de las obras de arte) y la competencia para aprender a aprender (trabajo autónomo de investigación de obras de arte). Pero también se trabarán las siguientes:
temporal, pensamiento social, comunicación lingüística, tratamiento de la información y competencia digital, social y ciudadana, autonomía e iniciativa personal.

OBSERVACIONES

- La unidad está pensada para trabajarla en su conjunto, pero también con la
opción de hacer cada parte de forma independiente
- La unidad atiende a la diversidad a través de la obligatoriedad o voluntariedad
de algunos de los apartados de los comentarios de arte
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Tabla de programación AICLE
OBJETIVOS

- Apreciar la creación artística y comprender el lenguaje de las distintas manifestaciones artísticas, utilizando diversos medios de expresión y representación
- Desarrollar y consolidar hábitos de disciplina, estudio y trabajo individual y en equipo
como condición necesaria para el desarrollo personal
- Comprender y expresarse en una o más lenguas extranjeras de manera apropiada
- Segundo de la ESO, bloque 1:
Arte y cultura en la época moderna.

CONTENIDOS DE
CURSO / CICLO
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TEMA

-What was the Renaissance?
-Biography of Michelangelo
- How to analyse a sculpture? David
- How to analyse a Painting? Sistine Chapel ceiling
- How to analyse a building? St. Peter’s Basilica’s dome
-Analysing others Works of art
-Conclusions

MODELOS
DISCURSIVOS

- Describir imágenes
- Identificar estilos artísticos según sus características
- Realizar definiciones
- Comentar obras de arte
- Exponer oralmente trabajos
- Dar opiniones razonadas

TAREAS

- Esculturas de la época clásica y medieval que los alumnos tendrán que describir
oralmente
- Eje cronológico sobre la vida de Miguel Ángel
- Texto en el que se rellenarán los huecos tras realizar un listening
- Modelo de comentario de imágenes de arte para aplicarlo al análisis de obras de
Miguel Ángel
- Trabajo de búsqueda de información (y posterior exposición) sobre obras
representativas del Renacimiento

CONTENIDOS
LINGÜÍSTICOS

FUNCIONES:
- Descripción de
imágenes
- Comparar
imágenes y estilos
- Dar opiniones
razonadas

CRITERIOS DE
EVALUACIÓN

Identificar las características básicas que dan lugar a los principales estilos artísticos
de la Edad Moderna, contextualizándolas en la etapa en la que tuvieron su origen
y aplicar este conocimiento al análisis de algunas obras de arte relevantes y
representativas de éstos.
Se trata de comprobar que se diferencian los elementos básicos de los estilos
artísticos del Renacimiento y del Barroco y se aplica este conocimiento al análisis de
obras Relevantes.

ESTRUCTURAS:
- It is made of…
- Comparativo (as large as) y
superlativo
(largest, tallest)
- Expresiones artísticas: It is a
free standing sculpture…
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LÉXICO:
- It is made of…
- Comparativo (as large as) y
superlativo
(largest, tallest).
- Expresiones artísticas: It is a
free standing sculpture…

Observe and think

1.	
  What	
  does	
  the	
  first	
  image	
  represent?	
  How	
  about	
  the	
  second?	
  
2.	
  Can	
  you	
  tell	
  the	
  differences	
  between	
  the	
  first	
  and	
  the	
  second?	
  
3.	
  Do	
  you	
  know	
  the	
  title	
  of	
  the	
  first	
  painting,	
  who	
  made	
  it	
  and	
  when?	
  
In this unit we are going to study the art from the Renaissance. It is a topic
that is usually studied with a never ending list of authors and plays. We are
going to do it in a different way. First, we are going to concentrate on one of
the oldest geniuses in the history of art, Michelangelo, analyzing the guidelines
of three of his types of work. Going off of this model of work, the class is going to
divide into groups to analyze different series of works representative of the
Renaissance time period. As a consequence of all the work we do, at the end
we will exhibit the conclusions about the characteristics of Renaissance art.
Are you ready to work?

CONTENTS
1. What was the Renaissance?
2. Biography of Michelangelo
3. How to analyse a sculpture. David
4. How to analyse a Painting. Sistine Chapel ceiling
5. How to analyse a building. St. Peter’s Basilica’s dome
6. Project: analysing others Works of art
7. What I have learned
8. Links and bibliographies
9. Teacher version worksheet and acknowledgements.
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1. What was the Renaissance?
The Renaissance was
flowering, beginning
spreading to the rest
literature, philosophy,
focus on art.

a period in European history marked by a cultural
in Florence in the Late Middle Ages and later
of Europe until about 1600. Its influence affected
art, politics, science, religion etc. We are going to

The Renaissance is divided into two periods: The Quattrocento (XV
century Italian art) and Cinquecento (XVI century art).
Renaissance comes from Fr. renaissance ("rebirth": be born again). But,
what was born again? Let´s answer that question in the next activities.
Activities
1. First, look at the following pictures and describe them. The box bellow
might help you.
- The picture represents…
- It was made of…
- It was made in the … century (period of History?)
- The author was…
- Its main characteristics are…

6

1

2

3

A Polykleitan Diadumenos, in
a Roman marble copy (V
century B.C.)

“Crucifijo de don Fernando y
doña Sancha” , anonymous
(ivory, XI AD)

Michelangelo's David, marble,
1504.
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2. Work with a partner to classify the following words or expressions into
the right box (previous page). The same word can be used twice. Talk
with your partner, use:
Where does this go?
I don’t know where this goes.
I think this goes in the Middle Ages because…

Then, describe the three sculptures again with the new information.
3. Now, you can answer the question. What was born again in
Renaissance?

4. With all the things you have learned, make a definition of Renaissance
using your own words including: etymology, what, where, when, periods
and some characteristic.
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2. BIOGRAPHY OF MICHELANGELO
PRETASK
1. Match the words to their picture:

A

- Sorrow:
B

- Was born:
C

- Tomb
D

- Magistrate:

E

- To carve:
F

- Hammer:
G

- Judgement:
H

- Chapel:
I

- Apprenticed:
J

- Façade:

2. Ask your teacher/assistant for a definition of:
-

To expel (expelled):
To commission (commissioned):

TASK
Listen to your teacher/assistant. Fill in the gaps on the following text with
some dates or the words given above.

8
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BIOGRAPHY OF MICHELANGELO (1475-1564)
Michelangelo Buonarroti ____ ____ on 6 March ____ in Caprese near Florence
(Italy), where his father was the local __________. A few weeks after his birth, the
family moved to Florence. In 1488, Michelangelo was ____________ to the
painter Domenico Ghirlandaio. He then lived in the household of Lorenzo de'
Medici, the leading patron of the arts in Florence.
After the Medici was __________
from
Florence,
Michelangelo
travelled to Bologna and then, in
1496, to Rome. His primary works
were sculptured in these early years.
His 'Pietà' (1497) made his name
and he returned to Florence as a
famous sculptor. Here he produced
his 'David' (1501-1504).

Moses

'Pietà'

In1505, Pope Julius II called
Michelangelo back to Rome and
______________ him to design Julius’
own ______. Due to an argument
between Julius and Michelangelo,
and the many other demands on
the artist's time, the project was
never completed, although
Michelangelo did produce a
sculpture of Moses for the ______.

Michelangelo’s next major ____________ was the ceiling of the Sistine Chapel in
the Vatican (1508-1512). From then, Michelangelo was regarded as Italy's
greatest living artist. Then, the new pope, Leo X, ______________ Michelangelo to
rebuild the ___________ of the church of San Lorenzo in Florence.
1534, Michelangelo returned to Rome where he was _______________ to paint
'The Last Judgement' on the altar wall of the Sistine ________ (1537-1541). From
1546 he was increasingly active as an architect, in particular on the great
church of St Peter's.
Loneliness
and
________
were
Michelangelo´s companions in the
last years of his life. Many of his
friends had died. He ________ the
Florentine Pietá but, dissatisfied with
his work, Michelangelo attacked the
sculpture with a __________. He died
in Rome on 18 February ______.
Florentine Pietá
Text Adapted from http://www.bbc.co.uk/history/historic_figures/michelangelo.shtml and
http://www.michelangelo.com/buon/bio-index2.html
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What did Michelangelo look like?

Two self portrait of Michelangelo: as the head of Holofernes (from the Sistine Chapel ceiling) and
the face that Saint Bartholomew is holding (from Michelangelo's The Last Judgment).

POS-TASK
1. Make a timeline of Michelangelo's life.
- 6 March 1475
- 1488
- 1496
- 1497
- 1501-1504
- 1505
- 1508-1512
- 1534
- 1537-1541
- 1546
- 18 February 1564

2. How old was Michelangelo when he died?
3. Do you think he had a good life? Why?

10
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3. How to analyse a sculpture? David
Observe the sculpture carefully and follow these steps to analyse it.
1. Type.
-Is it a relief or a free standing sculpture?

Battle of the Centaurs (relief) and Palestrina Pietà (standing sculpture).

- Material (It is made of…)
2. Data
- Title:
- Dimensions:
- Year:
- Location:
- Artist’s name and brief biography.
3. Description
Describe the sculpture
4. Style.
-Is it realistic? Is it schematic? It is abstract?
- Does the artist sculpt the people in a realistic way, or does he idealise their features?

- Do the figures give a sensation of movement or are they static?
- Is the posture of the figure rigid o relaxed?
- Are the figures harmonious and well-proportioned?
- Have the clothes been sculpted realistically? Is it a nude?
- How is the composition? Is it harmonious?
- Are there strong contrasts between light and dark (chiaroscuro) or it is not extreme?

5. Context
Associate the sculpture with the period in which it was made.
6. Symbolism
What does the image symbolize? What is the meaning or idea behind the
sculpture?
7. Function or purpose
Why was it made?
8. Importance of the sculpture
9. Personal opinion.
What do you think of this piece of art? What do you like about the sculpture?
10. If there is anything else you want to add…

BLACK: Compulsory; RED: Optional
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David

“I saw the angel in the marble and carved until I set
him free”
Michelangelo

From the carraran marble quarry to the face of David:
PRETASK
1. THINK. Look at the David on the next page. Do you know what it
represents? Why is it called David?
2. Vocabulary.
- Masterpiece: An excellent work of art.
- Marble: A metamorphic rock.
- To carve: To cut into a desired shape.
- Within: Inside.
- Worried: To be troubled.
- To hold: To have and keep.
- To stand: To rise to an upright position on the feet.
- Weight: A measure of the heaviness of an object.
- Embody: To incarnate.
- City state: An independent city and its surrounding territory.
- Threaten: A sign of impending danger.
- Courage: Bravery.
- Overcome: To conquer.
- Sling: A kind of weapon.
- Warning: To indicate danger.

TASK Read the following text.

12
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Michelangelo's David
David is a masterpiece of Renaissance sculpture created from 1501 to 1504.
On August 4th, 1501, after several years of political confusion, a republic was
once again proclaimed in Florence with the unconditional support of
Michelangelo. Twelve days after, the Arte della Lana, the rich corporation
responsible for the maintenance of the Cathedral, commissioned him to sculpt
a statue of David. He was only twenty-six years old.
The block of Tuscan marble used for the statue was very big. Great sculptors
decades before Michelangelo had been unable to carve the block, which
they called The Giant, because it was too big (4.34 m/ 14.24 ft). When
Michelangelo first saw the giant block of stone, he knew that David was
already there within it.
The statue represents the biblical
hero David immediately before his
battle with Goliath at a moment of
contemplation. Michelangelo chose
to represent David as an athletic
character, very concentrated and
ready to fight. The extreme tension is
evident in his worried look and in his
right hand, holding a stone. The
figure stands with one leg holding its
full weight and the other leg relaxed
(contrapposto).
The
sculpture
followed the models of classical
Antiquity:
idealized
bodies,
proportions and anatomical studies.
In spite of that, the proportions are
not quite true to the human form;
the head and hands are somewhat
larger than the proportions of the
body.
The statue came to symbolize the defense of civil liberties embodied in the
Florentine Republic, an independent city state threatened on all sides by more
powerful rival states and by the hegemony of the Medici family. He used David
as a model of heroic courage that overcame Israel's enemies, using a mere
sling. Michelangelo hoped that the Florentines would understand his message.
Michelangelo wrote in his diaries: " I insisted that the figure should stand before
the Palazzo Vecchio, as a symbol of our Republic (…) A civic hero, he was a
warning...whoever governed Florence should govern justly and defend it
bravely. Eyes watchful...the neck of a bull...hands of a killer...the body, a
reservoir of energy. He stands poised to attack."
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With this statue Michelangelo proved to his contemporaries that he not only
surpassed all modern artists, but also the Greeks and Romans, by infusing formal
beauty with powerful expressiveness and meaning.

David and Goliath: fresco painted by Michelangelo for the Sistine Chapel in the Vatican.

Did you know?
Michelangelo considered sculpture
to be the highest form of art
because, among other reasons, it
mimics divine creation.

Standing five metres high, the
sculpture is as tall as a doubledecker bus.

The Creation of Adan (detail), a section of
Michelangelo's fresco Sistine Chapel.

TASK
1. Define contrapposto.
2. Why was the block of stone called The Giant?
3. Analyse the sculpture

14
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Michelangelo's David
1. Type

2. Data
- Title:
- Dimensions:
- Year:
- Location:
- Artist’s name and brief biography.

3. Description

4. Style

5. Context

6. Symbolism

7. Function or purpose

8. Importance of the sculpture

9. Personal opinion

10. If there is anything else you want to add…
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4. How to analyse a painting? Sistine Chapel ceiling
Observe the painting carefully and follow these steps to analyse it.
1. Type of painting
- It is made of…oil, tempera, water colour…
- It is made on…canvas, paper, the ceiling, the wall…
3. Data
- Title:
- Dimensions:
- Year:
- Location:
- Artist’s name and brief biography.
2. Description
- Describe the painting
4. Style.
-Is it realistic? Is it schematic? It is abstract?
- Does the artist paint the people in a realistic way, or does he idealised their features?

- Do the figures give a sensation of movement or are they static?
- Is the posture of the figures rigid o relaxed?
- Are the figures harmonious and well-proportioned?
- Have the clothes been painted realistically?
- How is the composition? Is it harmonious?
- Are there strong contrasts between light and dark (chiaroscuro) or it is not extreme
(sfumato)? Is there no dark?

5. Context
Associate the painting with the period in which it was made.
6. Function or purpose
Why was it made?
7. Symbolism
What is the meaning or idea behind the painting?
8. Importance of the painting
Why is the painting so important?
9. Personal opinion.
What do you think of this piece of art? What do you like about the painting?
10. If there is anything else you want to add…

BLACK: Compulsory; RED: Optional
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Sistine Chapel ceiling

“Without having seen the Sistine Chapel one can form no
appreciable idea of what one man is capable of achieving”
Johann Wolfgang Goethe, Rome 1787

http://www.flickr.com/photos/50457550@N00/249525718

PRE-TASK
1. THINK: What does the picture represent? Has it something to do with
the Sistine Chapel ceiling? Why do you think this artwork is so important?
2. Vocabulary:

- Ceiling: The upper interior surface of a room.
- Course: The direction.
- Warrior: One who is in battle.
- Leadership: The position of a leader.
- Scaffold: A temporary platform.
- Upwards: Into a higher position.
- Life-sized: Being of the same size as an original.
- Plaster: A mixture of lime, sand, and water…
- Mold: To be shaped.
- Wet: Humid.
- Uncovered: Having no cover or protection.
- Flood: the covering of the earth with water.
- Design: To create in an artistic manner.
- Shade: Partial darkness (relative obscurity).
- Awe: A mixed emotion of respect and wonder inspired by authority,
genius, beauty,…
TASK Read the following text.
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The Sistine Chapel ceiling
The Sistine Chapel ceiling, painted by Michelangelo between 1508 and 1512,
at the commission of Pope Julius II, is one of the best artworks of the
Renaissance painting that changed the course of painting in the West.
Julius II was a "warrior pope" who wanted to unite Italy under the leadership of
the Church. It was Julius who began the rebuilding of St Peter’s Basilica in 1506
as the most potent symbol of papal power, and conceived a program to paint
the ceiling of the Sistine Chapel, the location for Papal Conclaves and many
important services. Julius II commissioned Michelangelo, who had always
regarded himself as a sculptor, and now had to perfect the art of fresco.
In May 1508, Michelangelo began to make the preparatory designs for the
Sistine ceiling. In order to reach the chapel's ceiling, Michelangelo designed his
own scaffold. According to Vasari, "The work was made in extremely
uncomfortable conditions, from his having to work with his head tilted upwards".
Michelangelo described his physical discomfort in a humorous sonnet:
“Siento la barba al cielo y en el dorso
la memoria, y tengo el pecho de una arpía,
y el pincel sobre el rostro, goteando,
me lo va convirtiendo en pavimento rico”

The project was so physically and emotionally torturous that Michelangelo said:
"After four tortured years, more than 400 over life-sized figures, I felt as old as
Jeremiah. I was only 37, yet friends did not recognize the old man I had become."

18
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The painting technique employed was fresco, in which the paint is applied to
wet plaster. But the plaster began to grow mold because it was too wet.
Michelangelo had to remove it and start again. He then tried a new formula
created by one of his assistants, Jacopo l'Indaco, which resisted mold, and
entered the Italian building tradition.
Michelangelo uncovered the ceiling in August 1511, even before it was finished.
The view of the paintings made a great impression on the artists of the time.
The main components of the design are nine scenes from the Book of Genesis,
beginning with God Separating Light from Darkness and including the Creation
of Adam, the Temptation and Fall of Adam and Eve, and the Flood. These
centrally located narratives are surrounded by alternating images of prophets
and sibyls, by other Old Testament subjects, and by the ancestors of Christ.

The Downfall of Adam and Eve and their Expulsion from the Garden of Eden.

The painting ceiling symbolizes the specifically Renaissance thinking which tried
to reconcile Christian theology with the philosophy of Humanism. The theme of
Michelangelo's ceiling is about why humanity needs Jesus for Salvation. But the
ceiling is also a Humanist construction: the figures are of superhuman dimension
and, in the case of Adam, of such beauty that according to the biographer
Vasari, it really looks as if God himself had designed the figure, rather than
Michelangelo. Also the inclusion of "non-biblical" figures such as the Sibyls is
consistent with the rationalism of Humanism.
The main characteristics of High Renaissance painting can be seen in the Sistine
Chapel: colours and proportions, light and shade effects, spatial harmony,
composition, perspective, anatomy… Typical of Michelangelo’s style is that the
scenes are full of movement and expression, and the figures became more
plastic and sculptural, but full of character. It is the famous terribilità, a sense of
awe-inspiring grandeur. This impassioned and personal style will result in
Mannerism, the next major movement in Western art after the High
Renaissance.
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Did you know?
Did you know?

The Sistine Chapel is 40.5 meters
long and 14 meters wide. The
The
Sistine
is 40.5 meters
ceiling
risesChapel
to 20 meters
above
long
and
14
meters
wide.
the main floor of the chapel. The
ceiling rises to 20 meters above
the
floor of the chapel.
The main
big proportions,
bright colors
and cleanly defined outlines
The
bigeach
proportions,
colors
make
subject bright
easily visible
and
cleanly
defined
outlines
from the floor.
make each subject easily visible
from
thethe
floor.
Despite
height of the ceiling
the proportions of the Creation of
Despite
the ceiling
Adam the
are height
such ofthat
when
the
proportions
of
the
Creation
of
standing beneath it, "it appears
Adam
are
such
that
when
as if the viewer could simply raise
standing
beneath
"it appears
a finger and
meet it,
those
of God
as
if
the
viewer
could
simply
raise
and Adam".
a finger and meet those of God
and Adam".

htp://www.arteyfotografia.com.ar/contenido/obj
etos/fa/81/de/fa81debc1e70cabc0b4c54805655
92c57766b770/mini_500_1165090705461789.jpg
htp://www.arteyfotografia.com.ar/contenido/obj
etos/fa/81/de/fa81debc1e70cabc0b4c54805655
92c57766b770/mini_500_1165090705461789.jpg

Virtual visit of the Sistine Chapel!
visitwebsites
of the Sistine
Chapel!
There are manyVirtual
very good
devoted
to this particular fresco,
and there is a particularly excellent 'virtual tour' of the Sistine fresco in the
There are many veryVatican
good websites
devoted
to this particular fresco,
Museum’s
web site.
and there is a particularly excellent 'virtual tour' of the Sistine fresco in the
Vatican Museum’s web site.
TASK
1. Look for a definition of (The Britannica online Encyclopedia might be useful):
TASK
1.
Look for a definition of (The Britannica online Encyclopedia might be useful):
- Humanism:
- Humanism:
- Mannerism:
- Mannerism:
2. Why do you think the paintings made a great impression on the artists of the
time?
2. Why do you think the paintings made a great impression on the artists of the
time?
3. Analyze the Sistine Chapel ceiling
3. Analyze the Sistine Chapel ceiling
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Sistine Chapel ceiling
1. Type of painting

2. Data
- Title:
- Dimensions:
- Year:
- Location:
- Artist’s name and brief biography:

3. Description

4. Style

5. Context

6. Function or purpose

7. Symbolism

8. Importance of the painting

9. Personal opinion.

10. If there is anything else you want to add…
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5. How to analyse a building? St. Peter’s Basilica’s dome
Observe the building carefully and follow these steps to analyse it.
1. Type.
-Indicate if you are describing the exterior or interior of the building. Identify the
different parts of the building.
- Material (It is made of…stone, bricks…
2. Data
- Title:
- Dimensions:
- Year:
- Location:
- Artist’s name and brief biography.
3. Description
- Describe the building.
4. Characteristics.
-What elements provide structural support? Include walls, windows, doors, pillars
and columns.
- What elements are supported? Are vaults, domes or arches used?
- What types of decoration are used? Where are they located? Describe them.
- Is it ornamentation simple and austere or not?

5. Context
Associate the building with the period in which it was made.
6. Function or purpose
Why was it made?
7. Symbolism
What is the meaning or idea behind the building?
8. Importance of the building
9. Personal opinion.
What do you think of the building?

10. If there is anything else you want to add…

BLACK: Compulsory; RED: Optional
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St. Peter’s Basilica’s dome

“Many believe, - and I believe , that I have been designated
for this work by God. In spite of my old age, I do not want to
give it up; I work out of love for God and I put all my hope in
Him”
Michelangelo

http://www.flickr.com/photos/33441086@N04/4307887708

PRETASK
1. THINK! What does the pictures represents? Do you know how tall or big
is it? Where is it located?
2. Vocabulary:

- Within: In
- To hold: To have
- Burial site: Cementery
- Dome: A vaulted roof having a generally hemispherical shape
- Duty: Moral obligation
- To raise: To elevate
- Drum: A percussion instrument
- Brick: A molded rectangular block of clay baked
- To prefigure: To advance
- Highlights: An especially significant detail or event
3. TASK Read the following text.
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St. Peter’s Basilica’s dome
St. Peter's Basilica is a Late Renaissance church located within the Vatican City.
It has the largest interior of any Christian church in the world, holding 60,000
people. In Catholic tradition, it is the burial site of Saint Peter, who was one of
the twelve apostles of Jesus. Originally founded by Constantine in 324, St.
Peter’s Basilica was rebuilt in the 16th century by Renaissance masters.
The building was being constructed according to Donato Bramante's plan, but
Michelangelo became responsible for the final form of its dome.
Michelangelo was now in his seventies. However, he accepted this
responsibility, maybe the most difficult of his life. The Pope's persistent demands
were perhaps not the main reason why he accepted: first of all, he considered
it as a duty and a mission: he wished to dedicate his last years to serving God.
Michelangelo redesigned the dome in 1547. It is a great double dome raised
on a drum with 16 pairs of Corinthian columns, each of 15 metres high which
stand proud of the building, connected by an arch. The dome is made of brick
and is 42.3 metres in interior diameter (almost as large as the Pantheon), rising
to 120 metres above the floor. It is the tallest dome in the world.

Michelangelo designed the dome of St. Peter’s Basilica, although it was unfinished when he died.

Some of the characteristics of Renaissance architecture (classical elements
such us classical columns belonging to the Doric, Ionic and Corinthian orders, a
sense of order and harmony etc.) can be seen in the dome. But, on the other
hand, other characteristic like the big dimensions (buildings during Renaissance
were smaller, and not as tall as Gothic constructions because architects
wanted to adapt them to the proportion to the human body) made the dome
to prefigures the architecture of the Baroque.
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Did you know?
One of Rome’s highlights has to be climbing the Dome. Set off early in the
morning on a clear day and camera and prepare for a view of Rome that
cannot be equalled. But be ready and take a bottle of water because you will
have to climb up for a total of 330 steps!!!

1. Why is St. Peter's Basilica so important?

2. Why did Michelangelo accept the commission?

3. Have you ever been to Rome? When? What did you visit?
If the answer is not, would you like to go? Why?
4. Analyse the dome.
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St. Peter’s Basilica’s dome
1. Type

2. Data
- Title:
- Dimensions:
- Year:
- Location:
- Artist’s name and brief biography.

3. Description

4. Characteristics

5. Context

6. Function or purpose

7. Symbolism

8. Importance of the building

9. Personal opinion.

10. If there is anything else you want to add…
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6. Project: analysing other Works of art
The class is going to divide into groups to analyze different series of works
representative of the Renaissance time period. Students will have to make a
poster with all the information and, after that, they will present their poster to
the class.

Sculpture

David,
Donatello.
David,
Donatello.

Gates of Paradise, Lorenzo Ghiberti.

Pietà, Michelangelo.
Florentine Pietá, Michelangelo.

	
  

	
  

Florentine Pietá, Michelangelo.
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Painting

	
  

La Gioconda, Leonardo da Vinci.

The Birth of Venus, Sandro Botticelli.

The Tribute Money, Masaccio.
The Wedding of the Virgin, Raphael.

The expulsion, Masaccio

	
  

The last Supper, Leonardo da Vinci.
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The School of Athens, Raphael

	
  

	
  

The Arnolfini Portrait, Jan van Eyck.

through Michelangelo

Architecture

Tempietto di San Pietro in Montorio, Bramante.

The Palazzo Farnesse,
Sangallo and Michelangelo.

	
  

El Escorial, Juan de Herrera.

	
  

Dome for the Duomo of Florence, Brunelleschi

The Palace of Charles V, Pedro Machuca.
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7. What I have learned
TASK. Complete the sentences.

What was the Renaissance?
1. The Renaissance was ____________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________.
2. The word Renaissance came from _______________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________.
3. It started in ___________ in ______________.
4. It finished in _________________.
5. It is divided into two periods:
______________ (____________).

_______________

(_____________)

and

6. It was inspired by the artistic models of ______________.
7. The specifically Renaissance thinking tried to reconcile ____________ theology
with the philosophy of _____________.

What was Renaissance sculpture like?
1. The figures had ____________ bodies, proportions and anatomical studies.
2. Some other characteristics were (underline the correct answer):
- The figures were (dynamic/ static).
- The posture of the figures was (rigid/relaxed).
- The figures were (harmonious and well-proportioned/ nonharmonic )
- The composition was (nonharmonic/harmonious)
- (There was/There wasn’t) strong contrasts between light and dark.
3. Most sculptures were made of _______ or _______.
4. The greatest sculptors were:

5. Some of the best examples of sculptures were:

6. My favorite sculpture is (why?):
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What was Renaissance painting like?
1. Renaissance painters used colours and proportions, ______ ___ ______ effects,
____________ harmony, composition, perspective and anatomy.
2. Most painting were made of _______, __________, _________...
3. Most painting were made on __________, ___________,...
4. Some other characteristics are (underline the correct answer):
- The figures were (dynamic/ static).
- The posture of the figures was (rigid/relaxed).
- The figures were (harmonious and well-proportioned/ nonharmonic )
- The composition was (nonharmonic/harmonious)
- The contrasts between light and dark was not extreme (sfumato/ chiaroscuro)
5. The greatest painters were:
6. Some of the best examples of painting were:
7. My favorite painting is (why?):

What was Renaissance architecture like?
1. Renaissance architects revived classical elements such us semicircular
arches and _____________ _____________ belonging to the Doric, Ionic and
Corinthian orders
2. Buildings during Renaissance were ________, and not ___ _____ __: Gothic
constructions because architects wanted to adapt them to the proportion to the
_________ body.
3. Some other characteristics were (underline the correct answer):
- Architects tried to create a sense of (disharmony/order and harmony).
- Ornamentation (was/wasn’t) simple and austere.

4. The greatest architects were:
5. Some of the best examples of buildings were:
6. My favorite building is (why?):

The things that caught my attention the most in the unit were:

And don’t forget to study the vocabulary!!!!
Material AICLE. 2º de ESO: Renaissance
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Finally, read the following statements about skills and knowledge you
have learned during the unit. Please, circle one of these options:
YES NO NOT YET.

Self-assessment chart
Describe a picture.

I
CAN

Make a definition of
Renaissance using my own
words.
Take notes from a listening.

YES NO
NOT YET
YES NO
NOT YET

YES NO
NOT YET
Make a timeline.
YES NO
NOT YET
Analyse a sculpture
YES NO
NOT YET
Analyse a painting
YES NO
NOT YET
Analyse an architecture
YES NO
NOT YET
Look for the information about YES NO
different series of works
NOT YET
representative of the
Renaissance time period
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8. Links and bibliographies
1.1.1. Definiciones
http://www.thefreedictionary.com/

1.1.2. Nubes de palabras creadas con
http://www.wordle.net/

1.1.3. Imágenes
Todas las imagines son de Wikimedia Commons, o están bajo la licencia de Creative
Commons licences excepto:
2. Biography of Michelangelo
Moisés:
http://farm4.static.flickr.com/3267/2563469090_51c8f835cb.jpg?v=0
Was born
http://photos.jasondunn.com/Children/loganbirth/Logan-Dunn-is-Born006/623089617_TgH34-S.jpg
Magistrate
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Lyman_Poore_Duff.jpg
Apprenticed
http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/3/30/Ense%C3%B1ando_a_tallar.jpg
Expelled
http://images.artelista.com/artelista/obras/fichas/9/7/2587077764379033.jpg
To commission
http://katanga73.files.wordpress.com/2007/05/encargo.jpg
Chapel
http://es.wikipedia.org/wiki/Archivo:Santa_Felicita,_chapel.JPG
Façade
http://farm4.static.flickr.com/3142/2863476146_ec55d740be.jpg?v=0
Judgement
http://www.manerasdevivir.com/pics/noticias/2006/sa_juzgado.jpg
Loneliness
http://farm4.static.flickr.com/3645/3659386640_29709f08b1.jpg
Sorrow
http://partido.marianistas.org/wp-content/uploads/2007/11/pena_muerte.gif
To carve
http://us.123rf.com/400wm/400/400/marilyna/marilyna0601/marilyna060100191/312968.j
pg
Hammer
http://clotet.files.wordpress.com/2009/04/martillo.jpg
4. David
Cabeza de david
http://www.flickr.com/photos/18222776@N00/138391071
Escultura David en su tamaño gigante
http://www.flickr.com/photos/57669468@N00/310196051/
David blue (marca de agua)
http://www.flickr.com/photos/10825788@N00/3592845917
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